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Abstract. Quality flaws prediction in Wikipedia is an ongoing research
trend. In particular, in this work we tackle the problem of automatically
assessing the need of including additional citations for contributing to
verify the articles’ content; the so-called Refimprove quality flaw. This
information quality flaw, ranks among the five most frequent flaws and
represents 12.4% of the flawed articles in the English Wikipedia. Under-
bagged decision trees, biased-SVM, and centroid-based balanced SVM
–three different state-of-the-art approaches– were evaluated, with the
aim of handling the existing imbalances between the number of articles’
tagged as flawed content, and the remaining untagged documents that
exist in Wikipedia, which can help in the learning stage of the algorithms.
Also, a uniformly sampled balanced SVM classifier was evaluated as a
baseline. The results showed that under-bagged decision trees with the
min rule as aggregation method, perform best achieving an F1 score of
0.96 on the test corpus from the 1st International Competition on Quality
Flaw Prediction in Wikipedia; a well-known uniform evaluation corpus
from this research field. Likewise, biased-SVM also achieved an F1 score
that outperform previously published results.
Keywords: Wikipedia, Information Quality, Quality Flaws Prediction,
Refimprove Flaw
1 Introduction
The online encyclopedia Wikipedia is one of the largest and most popular user-
generated knowledge sources on the Web. Considering its size and dynamic na-
ture, a comprehensive manual quality assurance of information is infeasible. A
widely accepted interpretation of Information Quality (IQ) is the “fitness for use
in a practical application” [1], i.e. the assessment of IQ requires the consideration
of context and use case. Particularly, in Wikipedia the context is well-defined by
the encyclopedic genre, that forms the ground for Wikipedia’s IQ ideal, within
the so-called featured article criteria.3 Having a formal definition of what consti-
tutes a high-quality article, i.e. a featured article (FA), is a key issue; however,
3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Featured_article_criteria
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as indicated in [2], in 2012 less than 0.1% of the English Wikipedia articles were
labeled as featured. At present, this ratio still remains, since there are 5 568
featured articles out of 5 887 173 articles on the English Wikipedia.4
Information quality assessment in Wikipedia has become an ever-growing
research line in the last years. In the literature, a variety of approaches have
been proposed to automatically assess different quality aspects in Wikipedia,
such as: (i) featured articles identification [3, 4]; (ii) development of quality mea-
surement metrics [5, 6]; (iii) vandalism detection [7, 8] and (iv) quality flaws
detection [9–14], among others. In this paper we will concentrate on the last
research trend mentioned above. In particular we will tackle the problem of au-
tomatically detecting articles that in spite of having references, they are not
enought to verify the content they exhibe. Verifiability of the articles’ content is
a primary concern and according to the study presented in [10], this information
quality flaw, so-called Refimprove, ranks among the five most frequent flaws and
represents 12.4% of the flawed articles in the English Wikipedia.
Although originally stated as a one-class classification problem [9], the study
of this flaw prediction has been carried out by using machine learning algo-
rithms belonging to supervised and semi-supervised learning domains [11–14].
In particular, given the recent results presented for this flaw for the Spanish
Wikipedia [14], in the paper at hand we will evaluate the three best perform-
ing methods from [14]; namely: centroid-based balanced SVM, biased-SVM and
under-bagged decision trees (with different voting rules) in the English version
of Wikipedia, since they have not been previously evaluated in this version of the
encyclopaedia and they will be compared with the state-of-the-art results based
on the uniform evaluation corpus resulting from the 1st International Competi-
tion on Quality Flaw Prediction in Wikipedia (overviewed in [15]). Besides, we
also aim at meassuring which method performs best in assessing the problem
of the existing imbalances (cf. the breakdown of quality flaw presented in [10])
between the positive samples available (flawed content) and the remaining un-
tagged documents that exist in Wikipedia.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the con-
text of the problem faced in this work. Then, in Sect. 3, we present the formal
problem statement and the different prediction approaches evaluated are briefly
described. Also, the document model used to represent the articles is discussed.
Section 4 reports on the experimental setting carried out and the obtained re-
sults. Finally, Sect. 5 offers the conclusions and briefly mentions future work.
2 Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, the first exploratory analysis targeting the ex-
istence of IQ flaws in Wikipedia articles was reported in [9]. Besides, the flaw
detection task was evaluated as a one-class classification problem presuming that
only information about one class, the so-called target class, is available. Then, [2]
4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Featured_articles
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push further the exploratory analysis reported in [9] by presenting the first com-
plete breakdown of Wikipedia IQ flaws for the snapshot from January 15, 2011.
Finally, in [10], it is presented a document model composed by 95 features cap-
turing aspects of documents related to their content, structure, edit history, and
how they are embedded into Wikipedia’s network. According to our literature
review, this is the most comprehensive document model built so far based on a
features engineering approach; and is the one that will be used in our work.
Based on the works referred above, several studies have followed up this re-
search line. Different classification approaches to tackle quality flaw prediction
and IQ assessment in Wikipedia have been proposed (cf. [10–14, 16–18]). The
approaches mainly differ in the type of classification algorithm that is applied
(e.g., semi-supervised or supervised) and in the underlying quality flaw model
(e.g., the number of features, features complexity, and the rationale to quan-
tify flaws). This diversity makes a conceptual comparison of the existing quality
flaw prediction approaches difficult. For example in [17] the authors presented
a deep learning approach using a recurrent neural network; the quality clas-
sification of Wikipedia articles in English, French, and Russian languages was
promising without the need of a feature extraction phase. Other machine learn-
ing algorithms such as SVM and K-NN are widely used for this task. Such is
the case of [16] in which the authors combine the algorithms with a set of fea-
tures based on the content and structure of the articles. In [18] instead, a quality
score function was used to measure the quality of Wikipedia articles written in
seven different languages with a precision around 90%; the score is based in the
length of the articles, number of references, number of images, headers in first
and second level, and the ratio of the length and number of references.
Moreover, the approaches are not directly comparable in terms of their flaw
prediction effectiveness that is reported in the individual experimental evalua-
tion studies. This is mainly because the experimental settings differ in the task
(e.g., the number of flaws to be detected and their types) and the data set
(e.g., the employed Wikipedia snapshot, the applied sampling strategy, and the
ratio between flawed and non-flawed articles in the test set). A first attempt to
compare the effectiveness of flaw prediction approaches was the 1st International
Competition on Quality Flaw Prediction in Wikipedia, where the evaluation task
was proposed as a one-class classification problem. Nonetheless, a modified ver-
sion of PU learning (see [12]) achieved the best average F1 score of 0.815 over
all flaws. In the second place, with an average F1 score of 0.798, [11] tackled the
problem as a binary classification problem.
As stated in the introductory section, recently, in [14], in order to automati-
cally detect the Refimprove flaw, a comparative evaluation of alternative state-
of-the-art machine learning approaches belonging to different learning paradigms
(supervised and semi-supervised) was carried out for the Spanish version of
Wikipedia. From among the evaluated methods, there were four that had not
been previously evaluated in the literature for this task and three of them;
viz. centroid-based balanced SVM, biased-SVM and under-bagged decision trees
(with different voting rules) perform best achieving F1 scores around 0.94.
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In the following section, these machine learning approaches are briefly intro-
duced together with the document model used for representing articles.
3 Problem Statement and Flaw Prediction Approaches
We start with a formal definition of the problem faced in this paper, namely the
algorithmic prediction of the Refimprove quality flaw in Wikipedia (Section 3.1).
We then provide the theoretical background of the flaw prediction approaches
used in our work (Section 3.2) and finally, we briefly introduce the document
model used to represent articles (Section 3.3).
3.1 Problem Statement
Following [10], quality flaw prediction is treated here as a classification problem.
Let D be the set of English Wikipedia articles and let fi be the specific quality
flaw that may occur in an article d ∈ D; that is, the Refimprove flaw in our case.
Let d be the feature vector representing article d, called document model, and
let D denote the set of document models for D. Hence, for flaw fi, a specific
classifier ci is learned to decide whether an article d suffers from fi or not; that
is, ci : D → {1, 0}. The training of ci is intricate in the Wikipedia setting. For
flaw fi a set D
+
i ⊂ D is available, which contains articles that have been tagged
to contain fi (so-called labeled articles). However, no information is available
about the remaining articles in D\D+i —these articles are either flawless or have
not yet been evaluated with respect to fi (so-called unlabeled articles).
In recent studies, ci is modeled as a one-class classifier, which is trained
solely on the set D+i of labeled articles (see e.g. [10]). However, in the Wikipedia
setting, the large number of available unlabeled articles may provide additional
knowledge that can be used to improve classifiers training. Thus, addressing the
problem of exploiting unlabeled articles to improve the performance of ci lead
us to cast the problem as a binary classification task.
3.2 Flaw Prediction Approaches
Despite its theoretical one-class nature, quality flaw prediction has been tackled
in prior studies as a binary classification task –which relates to the realm of
supervised learning– and the results achieved in practice have been quite com-
petitive [11, 14, 19]. Supervised learning deals with the situation where training
examples are available for all classes that can occur at prediction time. In binary
classification, the classification ci(d) of an article d ∈ D with respect to a qual-
ity flaw fi is defined as follows: given a sample P ⊆ D+i of articles containing
fi and a sample N ⊆ (D \ D+i ) of articles not containing fi, decide whether d
belongs to P or to N . The binary classification approach tries to learn a class-
separating decision boundary to discriminate between P and a particular N . In
order to obtain a sound flaw predictor, the choice of N is essential. N should be
a representative sample of Wikipedia articles that are flawless regarding fi.
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Centroid-based Balanced SVM The classifier is trained with a balanced set, where
the positive class P is uniformly sampled from D+i and N is composed by the
resulting |P | centroids of running k-means clustering on D \D+i .
Biased SVM Since the ratio between the unlabeled data and the positive samples
is unbalanced, a more principled approach to solve the problem allows having
independent penalty terms for both classes, in opposition to the standard formu-
lation of SVM, where the penalty factor C is applied to elements of both classes
in the same way. Hence, we will have a penalty term C+ for elements belonging
to the positive class P and a penalty term C− for elements belonging to the
so-called negative class N (unlabeled data). It is expected that these penalty
terms reflect the underlying imbalance proportion of the classes in the dataset.
Under-bagged Decision Trees In this ensemble learning approach, many different
decision trees are bagged by under-sampling the majority class, in order to train
each decision tree with a balanced dataset. Let us suppose that we split the
positive set P in k chunks. We will refer them as P1, . . . , Pk, respectively. Then,
from the unlabeled data N , we under-sample the set by uniformly selecting k
subsets N1, . . . , Nk, such that |Pi| = |Ni|, ∀i = 1, . . . , k. Therefore, k different
training sets (Ti=1,...,k) can be built by combining P1 with N1, P2 with N2, and
so on. When there are no enough positive samples, like in [14], set P can be
matched with each subset Ni. In turn, each sampled dataset Ti=1,...,k is used
to train a C4.5 decision tree that will be referred as Ci=1,...,k. Then, for each
document j from the test set, the prediction of each classifier Ci=1,...,k has to be
aggregated in a final prediction to decide if article j is found flawed or not.
3.3 Document Model
To model the articles, we used the document model proposed in [10], that is the
most comprehensive document model proposed so far for quality flaw prediction
in Wikipedia. It comprises 95 article features, including all of the features that
have been used in [9, 12] and many of the features that have been used in [11].
Formally, given a setD = {d1, d2, . . . , dn} of n articles, each article is represented
by 95 features F = {f1, f2, . . . , f95}. A vector representation for each article di
in D is defined as di = (v1, v2, . . . , v95), where vj is the value of feature fj . A
feature generally describes some quality indicator associated with an article.
In [10] four such subsets were identified by organizing the features along
the dimensions content, structure, network and edit history. Content features are
computed based on the plain text representation of an article and mainly address
aspects like writing style and readability. Structure features rely on an article’s
wiki markup and are intended to quantify the usage of structural elements like
sections, templates, tables, among others. Network features quantify an article’s
connectivity by means of internal and external links. Edit history features rely on
an article’s revision history and model article evolution based on the frequency
and the timing of edits as well as on the community of editors. In [10], a detailed
description for each feature is provided including implementation details. Due
to space constraints, these features are not explicitly described in this paper.
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4 Experiments and Results
To perform our experiments, we have used the corpus available in the above-
mentioned Competition on Quality Flaw Prediction in Wikipedia [15], which
has been released as a part of PAN-WQF-12,5 a more comprehensive corpus
related to the ten most important article flaws in the English Wikipedia, as
pointed out in [2]. The training corpus of the competition contains 154116 tagged
articles (not equally distributed) for the ten quality flaws, plus additional 50000
untagged articles. The test corpus (19010 articles) contains a balanced number
of tagged articles and untagged articles for each of the ten quality flaws, and it
is ensured that 10% of the untagged articles are featured articles.
In particular, for the Refimprove flaw, there are 23144 tagged articles which
were used in our experiments together with the 50000 untagged articles men-
tioned above. The test set for this particular flaw contains 1998 articles; 999
positive ones, 900 untagged and 99 featured articles —meeting the proportions
described above.
4.1 Experimental Setting
For all the SVM classifiers (uniformly-sampled, centroid-based and biased), as
usual, their parameters were experimentally derived by a tenfold cross-validated
grid-search with different kernels. For the linear kernel, C was set to values in
the range C ∈ {2−1, . . . , 211}. For the RBF kernel, in addition to the values
evaluated for C, γ ∈ {0.125, 0.5, 1, 2}. Different configurations of polynomial
kernels were also evaluated with d ∈ {2, 3, 4} and r ∈ {0, 1}. In particular, for
the biased-SVM, the C+ and C− mentioned above, in LIBSVM [20] are obtained
by multiplying the C value by parameters w+ and w−, respectively. Thus, w−
was set to 1 and w+ ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8} to reflect different penalization values close to
the existing imbalances between the classes, whose values are |P | = 1000 and
|N | = 8000. We decided to set up |P | = 1000, given that this was the amount of
positive samples used in [12, 13], and more importantly in [13] where it was also
used the document model proposed in [10] to represent the articles. Likewise,
|N | was set up to 8000 articles based on the flaw ratio of 1:8 estimated for the
Refimprove flaw in [10]. An estimated ratio of 1:8, actually means that every
eight articles one of them is expected to contain this flaw.
For the centroid-based SVM, it holds that |P | = |N | = 1000. Before selecting
it as the “balanced” SVM classifier to be applied to the test set, we performed
a statistical study comparing its performance against a classical binary SVM
classifier, where N was chosen by randomly sampling from the 50 000 untagged
articles. For each parameters configuration evaluated in the grid-search, the F1
scores of each fold were used to gather ten samples for each classifier. In order
to analyze wether it worths selecting the centroid-based approach over the tra-
ditional one, all the samples collected for both formulations were statistically
compared among each other (One-way ANOVA with Tukey-Kramer Multiple
5 The corpus is available at https://webis.de/data/pan-wqf-12.html
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Comparisons Test) to obtain the best configuration. The results showed that for
values of C higher or equal than 29, the existing difference in performance be-
tween both formulations was not statistically significant. Hence, both approaches
were evaluated on the test set as it can be observed in the first and second rows
of Table 2. The little difference in favor of the standard formulation can be
observed in the first three columns of the first two rows.
In our implementation of the under-bagged decision trees, we carried out two
different experimental setting: with 46 different decision trees and 23 decision
trees, respectively. Given that the obtained results for both setting was quite
similar, below we describe how the experimental setting was performed for the
23 different decision trees. It is worth mentioning that to perform the experi-
ments with decision trees as well as running k-means to obtain the centroids
for the centroid-based balanced SVM, we have used the WEKA Data Mining
Software [21]. Moreover, the five ensemble rules presented in Table 1 were pro-
grammed in AWK language.
In order to train each decision tree with a balanced dataset, the 23 decision
trees were bagged with under-sampling of the untagged documents. Hence, 23
different training sets were built by combining chunks of 1000 articles. From the
23144 positive samples, 23 chunks of 1000 articles were selected. We will refer
them as P1, . . . , P23, respectively. The remaining 144 articles were discarded.
Similarly, from among the 50000 untagged articles, 23 chunks of 1000 articles
were randomly selected following a uniform distribution. We will refer them as
N1, . . . , N23, respectively. The remaining 27000 articles were kept aside. There-
fore, 23 different training sets (Ti=1,...,23) were built by combining P1 with N1, P2
with N2, and so on. That is: T1 = P1 ∪N1, T2 = P2 ∪N2, . . . , T23 = P23 ∪N23.6
In turn, each sampled dataset Ti=1,...,23 was used to train a C4.5 decision tree
(with default parameters) that will be referred as Ci=1,...,23. The performance of
each decision tree Ci was evaluated by a tenfold cross-validation. Then, for each
document j = 1, . . . , 1998 belonging to the test set, the prediction stated by each
classifier Ci=1,...,23 has to be aggregated in a final prediction to decide if article
j is found flawed or not. Table 1 presents the five ensemble rules evaluated in
our experiments. Whatever the rule used, when it holds that R1 ≥ R2 then the
evaluated article is deemed positive; otherwise negative.
4.2 Results
The state-of-the-art F1 score for the Refimprove flaw on the test set of the
1st International Competition on Quality Flaw Prediction in Wikipedia is 0.938,
which was achieved in [13], by using a variant of PU-learning (cf. [22] for the
original version). As we can see in Table 2, the only method that did not achieved
this value was the centroid-based balanced SVM. As mentioned above is not
possible to fairly compare the performance of this method in a setting so different
6 When the 46 decision trees were used, from the remaining 27000 untagged articles,
23000 were uniformly chosen to compose sets N24, . . . , N46 which were combined
with P1, . . . , P23, respectively.
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Table 1. Strategies and descriptions for ensemble rules as proposed by [23].
Rule Strategy Description
Max
R1 = argmax1≤i≤K Pi1, Use the maximum classification
probability of these K classifiers
R2 = argmax1≤i≤K Pi2 for each class label.
Min
R1 = argmin1≤i≤K Pi1, Use the minimum classification
probability of these K classifiers
R2 = argmin1≤i≤K Pi2 for each class label.
Product
R1 =
∏K
i=1 Pi1, Use the product of classification
probability of these K classifiers
R2 =
∏K
i=1 Pi2 for each class label.
Majority vote∗
R1 =
∑K
i=1 f(Pi1, Pi2), For the i
th classifier, if Pi1 ≥ Pi2,
class C1 gets a vote, if Pi2 ≥ Pi1,
R2 =
∑K
i=1 f(Pi2, Pi1) class C2 gets a vote.
Sum
R1 =
∑K
i=1 Pi1, Use the summation of classification
probability of these K classifiers
R2 =
∑K
i=1 Pi2 for each class label.
∗ Function f(x, y) is defined as 1 if x ≥ y; 0 otherwise.
Table 2. Comparative performance measures.
Validation set Test set
Algorithm Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1
Randomly-sampled
0.99 0.97 0.98 0.90 0.98 0.94balanced binary SVM
(C = 29)
Centroid-based balanced
0.98 0.94 0.96 0.90 0.92 0.91binary SVM (C = 29)
Biased-SVM
0.92 0.97 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.95(C = 23, w+ = 8, w− = 1
r = 1, d = 3, γ = 0.5)
Under-bagged DT − − − 0.88 1.00 0.94
(Max rule)
Under-bagged DT − − − 0.93 0.99 0.96
(Min rule)
Under-bagged DT − − − 0.88 1.00 0.94
(Product rule)
Under-bagged DT − − − 0.90 0.99 0.94
(Majority vote rule)
Under-bagged DT − − − 0.90 0.99 0.94
(Sum rule)
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than the one evaluated in [14], where it achieved a good performance for the
Spanish Wikipedia; and where based on this evidence, we decided to evaluated
it in the English version.
Regarding the under-bagged decision trees, as in [14], the different ensemble
rules performed well, being in this case, the min rule, the one which obtained
the best F1 score of 0.96 improving the state-of-the-art result by 2.13%. Fi-
nally, biased-SVM outperformed the state-of-the-art result by 1.1%. Despite the
fact that these improvements may seem small, it is worth considering than the
benchmark is high and increasing by 2% the current F1 score, reduces by approx-
imately 33% the gap to the optimum score. Moreover, our results are directly
comparable to the value found in [13], since we used the same data set and
document model for representing the articles.
5 Conclusions
In this work, we carried out a comparative study of three state-of-the-art ap-
proaches to automatically assess information quality; in particular, to identify
the Refimprove flaw as a binary classification task. The results obtained showed
that the Refimprove flaw prediction can be performed with an F1 score of 0.96,
using a document model consisting of 95 features and under-bagged C4.5 de-
cision trees as classification method. This result outperformed the F1 score of
0.938 achieved in [13], by using a variant of PU-learning. Also, as stated in [22],
biased-SVM performed better than PU-learning, but the improvement achieved
in our work (1.1%) was not as much as expected according to the evidence pro-
vided in the comparative study of [22]. As future work we plan to tackle the
remaining flaws evaluated in the 1st International Competition on Quality Flaw
Prediction in Wikipedia.
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